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Abstract—A wireless body sensor network (WBSN) is a
typically wearable wireless network deployed on a user’
body, which consists of biosensors and a local personal
wireless hub, which we commonly call wireless body sensor
network controller (WBSNC). The sensitive micro data
(SMD) of WBSN users is collected by biosensors and
forwarded to the WBSNC before it is delivered to the data
process center (healthcare terminal or remote server) for
further processing. Since SMD involves user’s personal
privacy, it is important to protect secure transmission of
SMD. Therefore it is crucial to admit only legitimate
biosensors and WBSNC into the network in a WBSN.
Ensuring the safety of data transmission from each
biosensor to WBSNC or between WBSNC and the data
process center is essential because of the open feature in
wireless channel. In this paper, we present a novel kind of
cryptography and authentication method to assure a secure
network admission and transmission in a WBSN based on
ID. The procedures in this system to establish keys for each
biosensor and WBSNC must offer high communication
validity and as low energy consumption as possible. In
addition, we also propose a new way to protect BSN secure
access for biosensor and WBSNC in order to block
interference from Pseudo Node.
Index Terms—Wireless Body sensor network (WBSN), data
cryptography,
network
security
access,
WBSN
authentication, WBSN security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the rapid development in biosensors and
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wireless communication technologies (e.g., Bluetooth and
ZigBee), a wireless body sensor network (WBSN) (we
also call wireless body area networks or wireless medical
sensor networks) is developing rapidly, which can be
defined as using various wireless communication
technologies to offer pervasive monitoring of users’
sensitive micro data (SMD). A BSN is a typically
wearable wireless network deployed on a user’ body,
which consists of biosensors and a local personal wireless
hub, which we commonly call wireless body sensor
network controller (WBSNC). The sensitive micro data
(SMD) of WBSN users is collected by biosensors and
forwarded to the WBSNC before it is delivered to the
data process center (healthcare terminal or route server)
for further processing. Instead of being diagnosed faceto-face, users’ SMD can be monitored remotely,
continuously, and in real-time, and then processed and
transferred to remote healthcare centers. Due to every
biosensor in WBSN transmits and forwards SMD via
wireless communication technology, but wireless channel
possesses the characteristics of openness, dynamic and
uncontrollability, it leads to strict insecurity problems
about data transmission. With the rapid development of
information technology, it is in badly need of solving the
problems that users’ information and location privacy in
healthcare application, if the BSN system can’t take
timely measures to meet users’ demands for data security ,
high reliable transmission and location privacy, the
development of electronic healthcare and related services
will suffer a great obstacles. For instance, an adversary
can disguise as one of the sensor nodes in WBSN and
inject error messages, launch a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack or make a replay attack, moreover, an adversary
may eavesdrop the SMD in the wireless channel from a
certain distance, so security and privacy are the most
crucial problems for data transmission in a WBSN.
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Figure 1. System overview of a general WBSN.

A WBSN ought to have the ability to resist various
cyber attacks such as malicious tampering. Failure to get
authentic and correct medical information will largely
prevent a user from being treated effectively and
correctly, what’s worse, lead to wrong diagnose. If users’
privacy was leaked, their healthcare data may be misused
and it is hard for the public to accept WBSN. Therefore,
WBSN applications must meet a lot of mandatory
security requirements of healthcare alliances such as
HITRUST [1] and legal directives, for example those
adopted in the U.S. [2] and Europe [3]. Literature [4]
offers a kind of security method that an efficient
biometric certificateless signature scheme. Ensuring
security and privacy in WBSN is essential for all walks of
life. For an ordinary user, his or her medical sensor data
may have many uses to some parties (e.g., insurance
companies). An adversary may profit from user data by
selling these obtained through eavesdropping on the
WBSN to others. For a person who is very important,
such as a company’s top administrator, an adversary may
aim at hurting him physically by broadcasting wrong
information or spoofing his or her medical data, which
may lead to a great loss and safety of life. What’s more, it
is much easier to hack the information transmitted in a
wireless WBSN than wired networking. More
importantly, physical compromise of a biosensor node is
much easier than a BSN server. To solve the above
security problems, it is critical to provide proper, secure
and effective network access and transmission, as well as
lightweight cryptography to encrypt SMD. The following
is basic process:
Secure access between sensor node and sensor node: It
ensures network access only to eligible SMD and
biosensors, they need to make an authentication before
starting data transmission among them.
Secure access between sensor node and WBANC: It
assures confidential, authenticated, and integrityprotected transmission between each biosensor and
WBSNC, which means biosensors and WBSNC also
need to make an authentication before starting data
transmission.
SMD encryption: It is very important to protect SMD
secure transmission in wireless communication channel,
data transmitted via wireless channel is much easier to be
eavesdropped by an adversary, this paper propose a novel
method based on physiological data to encrypt SMD.
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However, putting forward a secure network access and
lightweight cryptography protocol for a WBSN is not an
easy thing. In a word, there are several practical
challenging factors:
A. Memory space: a good WBSN should take into
account the limited memory space of biosensors
extremely, which might effects cryptography algorithm
computational complexity and keys mechanism.
B. Computational capability: because of the limited
memory and the requirement of low energy consumption
of biosensor, biosensors own rather limiter computational
capability, which require us to develop lightweight
algorithm.
C. Energy consumption: it is a very important factor
for biosensor nodes, which are supposed to be minimal
since biosensor nodes are powered by very small batteries,
so they are required to have lower consumption to operate
for a long period of time. As a result, any security
mechanism for BSNs should be designed carefully.
D. Minimum delay: a key design criterion in the
WBSN security mechanism is able to minimize delays in
order to comply with BSN requirements.
E. Communication overhead: by the reason of the
limited bandwidth available in a WBSN, low
communication overhead is required. For example, secure
BSN setup must be carried out in less than 1 s and the
maximum allowable time for ECG (electrocardiogram)
transmission is 250 ms [5]. Emergency situations in a
BSN require the capability for fast medical reaction
without disabling security. Cryptographic algorithms
used by these nodes must be simple in order to lower
algorithms complexity. Moreover, if the message
authentication or encryption (decryption) mechanisms are
not rather fast, an adversary may launch a DoS attack to
exhaust the resources of legal biosensor nodes and make
them less capable of carrying out their intended functions.
But most commonly used cryptographic techniques are
infeasible in BSNs, for example public key cryptosystems.
Security research about WBSN is still at an immature
stage, especially about authentication and transmission of
secure network. Additionally, there is usually not a good
practice to use a fixed individual key to secure SMD
transmission for a long period of time. First of all, a
single encryption key will offer a lot of cipher text for an
adversary to crack. Secondly, if the secret key is
compromised, all previously transmitted SMD with the
same key are also compromised. In the literature, no
efficient protocol has been proposed to prevent SMD
from being attacked.
To achieve the above security problems, this paper
makes two main contributions:
Due to the scale of each BSN is very small, we propose
a authentication protocol to develop a secure network
access and transmission mechanism in WBSN to provide
biosensor nodes authentication in case that an adversary
disguise as one of the sensor nodes, at the same time, it
will support the establishment of secret keys for each
biosensor node and WBSNC and a pre-shared key (psk )
with another biosensor node and remote server. In
addition, to decrease the computation complexity and
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communication costs, some additional mechanisms such
as simple hash function is proposed in the design of the
proposed system[6].
An adversary may eavesdrop on the SMD in the
wireless channel from a certain distance, so security and
privacy are the most crucial problems for data
transmission in a WBSN. We also propose a data
cryptosystem in a WBSN to achieve the security
requirement of a WBSN.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we present the WBSN network model and
analyses security threats, as well as the unique features of
WBSNs data. Section III, we describes our proposed
solution method. Section IV, we provide theoretical
analysis of the security properties of the proposed
protocol. Finally, we make a conclusion in Section V.
II. NETWORK MODEL, SECURITY THREATS AND
REQUIREMENTS OF WBSNS
A. A WBSN Network Model
A Wireless Body Sensor Network (WBSN) (a.k.a. a
Wireless Body Area Network) is a network that consists
of wearable and implantable wireless sensors which
enables pervasive, long-term, and real-time health
management for the host (users). As shown in Fig. 1, a
WBSN is a multi-hop wireless network including
physiological and environmental monitoring biosensor
nodes that are deployed or implanted on a patient or users.
We assume that each biosensor does not have any
information about their immediate neighboring nodes in
advance. A WBSN is handled by the WBSN
administrator (e.g., the user himself, the user’ relatives,
Healthcare service provider, or medical practitioner). The
biosensors
collect
SMD
parameters
(e.g.,
electrocardiogram, EKG, blood pressure, activity (e.g.,
walking, running, and sleeping), and environmental (e.g.,
ambient temperature, humidity, and presence of allergens,
location) from the user’s body and its immediate
surroundings at regular intervals and forward them to
WBSNC, which is a controlling entity called the wireless
body sensor networking controller (WBSNC) that
collects and processes data for the WBSN. Then,
WBSNC transmits the aggregated SMD to the remote
server (e.g., healthcare terminal, data process center) over
different wireless networks such as cellular, WLAN and
WiMAX. A WBSN can even actuate correct treatment
(such as drug delivery) based on the data collected.
WBSNs can be very useful in assisting medical personnel
to make informed decisions about the procedure of the
user’s treatment by providing them with real-time
information about the users’ condition and monitoring for
other users.
Biosensors form the important foundation of a WBSN
and exist in different forms including wrist wearable
sensors, implantable sensors, as a part of unfixed devices
and biomedical smart clothes. They are different in terms
of capabilities and are designed to be unobtrusive to the
host. Therefore different sensors in a WBSN have a very
limited form factor, power consumption, memory,
© 2014 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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computation, and communication capabilities compared
to generic sensor nodes, thus requiring a WBSN to utilize
a lot of nodes in order to collect SMD with a reliable and
fault tolerant method. All the biosensors in the WBSN
collect SMD to WBSNC at regular intervals via a multihop network. WBSNs have numerous diverse practical
applications such as sports health monitoring, homebased healthcare for the elderly people, postoperative
care and so on.
We suppose that the biosensors communicate with
WBSNC wirelessly, because a BSN with wires will make
it obtrusive and complicated. The wireless medium is not
trust-worthy as its openness. Lack of security may not
only lead to leakage of patient privacy, but also harm the
users physically through allowing adversaries to injecting
forged data or tampering and suppressing legitimate
nodes, which can lead to wrong diagnosis and actuation.
Therefore, it is very essential to secure SMD security
transmission and all sensor communication in a WBSN.
In this paper, we aim at securing the network access and
transmission within the WBSN.
TABLE I.
REQUIREMENTS FOR WBSNS
Requirement
Data
confidentiality
Data Integrity
Authentication
Non-repudiation
Access control
Availability
Privacy
Communication
flow security

Requirement Description
It protects data from an unauthorized user
It assures the correctness of SMD and prevents
an adversary from modifying, deleting, creating
and replying data, we can use MAC and secret
key to guarantee data integrity
It is the procedure of identifying the right node
It can be used to prevent a bogus node or a
device from denying having sent or received
data via making evidence
It protects against unauthorized of network
resources.
It protects against the event impacting the
network.
It protects the SMD may be derived from the
network
It assures that communication flow only
between the authorized end points with no
interception from another point.

B. Security Threats of A WBSN
Due to the sensitive characteristic of the SMD
biosensors collect and the broadcast feature of the
wireless channel biosensors use to communicate, WBSNs
potentially face a lot of security threats. These threats
derive from two sources: external attacks and internal
attacks. External adversaries have the ability to eavesdrop
on all traffic within a WBSN, If external adversaries are
successful, they not only can invade a user’s SMD but
also can suppress legitimate information or insert a bogus
biosensor node into the WBSN, thus leading to harmful
actions or preventing legitimate actions ( in case of an
emergency). On the other hand, internal attacks, are only
able to eavesdrop on the SMD exchanged within the
BSN[7]. As follows, we describe the different means of
threats in a WBSN[8].
Interception (Eavesdropping): The most serious
problem in WBSN is to avoid being eavesdropped
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everywhere by anonymous attacks. If an attacker can gain
the SMD transmitted in a WBSN, it is likely to be used
maliciously.
Communication
jamming
(communication
Interruption): Communication interruption results in the
destruction of a component of a remote terminal or an
element of WBSN. It has an impact on the time of a
battery deployed in each WBSN to live, which also
reduce the communication rate. It can result in a Dos
attack. Under the circumstance of a user’s emergency,
these threats are likely to kill one’s life at the worst.
Tampering with SMD: This occurs when an
unauthorized entity inserts, changes, or deletes SMD
transmitted by nodes in a WBSN. This is an attack on
integrity and can result in a Dos attack or man in the
middle attack. For example if the healthcare data of a user
is modified, physician may make a wrong diagnosis and
end up with a error conclusion, which will bring a serious
harm to life of users in a WBSN and hospital or users will
suffer a huge loss .
Unauthorized network access: This threat occurs
when an attacker gains access to each node in a WBSN
by masquerading as a real remote user or a legitimate
biosensor. This can result in port scanning and being
attacked by a malware. In addition, port scanning of
WBSN devices is possible to go through another
neighborhood and check every door and window on a
personal server in a WBSN. Malware is a short term for
malicious software such as a virus or Trojan horse.
Repudiation: This threat occurs when a sender or
receiver denies the fact that it have transmitted or
received SMD in a WBSN respectively.
In electronic medical, this threat must be removed for a
safe treatment in a WBSN.
TABLE II.
TATIONS

Notation

Description

WBSN

wireless body sensor network

WBSNC

wireless body sensor network cooperator

SMD

sensitive micro data

Enc(X,K)

Encrypting message X with a symmetric key K

Dec(X,K)

Decrypting cipher text X with a symmetric K

,and ||

Concatenation operator of the two bit streams

H(x)

Public one-way collision-resistant hash function

ECC

elliptic curve cryptography

psk

Pre-shared key

In order to handle these threats, we must notice that the
following trusted model for BSNs: The wireless medium
is not trusted. The biosensors do not accept any SMD
they receive before they can confirm that the sender is
legitimate. The WBSNC is assumed to be completely
trustworthy and can measure a variety of SMD. Besides,
we assume that adversaries are not in contact with the
user’s body. Biosensors in the WBSN deployed on the
user are assumed to be legitimate and functioning
correctly. We do not consider physical compromise of
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nodes in this paper. It’s hard to insert a biosensor node
into a human body without the acknowledgement of the
user or the user’s medical team (which is trusted enough).
Even if we can not take into consideration the physical
compromise, the issue of security is still worthy of
attention to WBSNs due to threats from the wireless
channel. This will require us to prevent adversaries from
several aspects. For example, joining the WBSN network
as a legitimate biosensor node and injecting bogus SMD,
encrypting the SMD transmitted in the WBSN network,
preventing health data from being reported or modified.
Moreover, protecting SMD is a legal requirement as well.
C. Requirements for WBSNs Security
A WBSN has very stringent constraints of power,
memory, and computation capability, especially for those
sensors implanted into the body. In this section, we
describe the security requirements suitable for every
device or communication link [9], which is shown in
Table I.
III. PROPOSED SECURITY TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL
Our proposed method consists of two phases. One is
the security authentication and association between
WBSNC and biosensors, and the other is to assure safety
of data transmission. The notations used throughout this
paper are listed in Table II.
A. The Security Authentication and Association of a
WBSN
We propose a ID-based authentication scheme which is
inspired by [10][11]. First of all, WBSNC will generate a
private key using a algorithm, which we call pre-shared
key(psk ), at the same time, WBSNC will forward it to all
biosensor nodes and remote server via particular bioO
channel, that
is to say, each node and remote server own a
common security key, which can be used to network
access authentication and data encryption later. The
process is described in Fig. 2.
WBSNC

node

psk

server

pre − shared key
Figure 2. Generation of psk (bio-channel).

The association with ID-based key change protocol
between WBSNC and biosensors involves two parties:
biosensors initiate the communication and WBSNC
responds to the initiation. The WBSN is assumed to be
administered by WBSNC with each node and remote
server owning a common psk , in the handshake
procedure, the two parties exchange privacy information.
Using the pair operation over hash function, the ID-based
key change protocol is proposed in this section. WBSNC
and biosensors should reach an agreement that owing the
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same parameters of an ID cryptosystem. The hardware
address of biosensors and WBSNC can be considered as
the identifier respectively. The ID-based key change
protocol is shown in Fig. 3.
Step 1: biosensors build a association request to
WBSNC with a Knode , Knode is from the hash value
combined with WBSC’S ID, biosensors’ ID and psk . We
use the XOR operation to form 8-bit binary code and put
it into hash function so that we can get the Knode .
Step 2: using the same method, WBSNC can also
calculate the KWBSNC via the received biosensors’ ID, then
WBSNC checks the values whether they are equal or not
between Knode and KWBSNC .if they are equal, WBSNC
sends KWBSNC to biosensors.
Step 3: biosensors also check the values whether they
are equal or not via received KWBSNC. If they are equal,
biosensors send message authentication code, which we
can get through simple hash function.
Step 4: WBSNC calculates the H(KWBSNC) and
compares it with Knode. If they are equal, the WBSNC
establishes a connection with biosensors.
Through the above method, WBSNC and biosensors
can build a secure connection, which can prevent an
adversary from attacking, it also can hold back the
invasion of a forged node.
B. Data Cryptosystem in a WBSN
In this section, we propose a novel data cryptosystem
in order to protect security transmission of SMD. We can
denote the physiological data collected by biosensors
simultaneously as XT ={xi ⊆ {0,1}n |1 ≤ i ≤ N}T through
sampling, quantizing, and coding, they are binary-coded.
In addition, n is the bit length of SMD, T is the period of
information collection and N is the number of biosensors
in WBSN. Biosensors gather the SMD at regular intervals
T.
biosensers

WBSNC
psk : pre − shared key
IDWBSNC : WBSNC ' s address

IDnode IDWBSNC

KWBSNC = H ( IDWBSNC || IDnode || psk )
?

check : KWBSNC =

K node

psk : pre − shared key
IDnode : biosensor ' s address
K node = H ( IDWBSNC || IDnode || psk )

Association request

K node

IDnode IDWBSNC

KWBSNC

message comfirmation

?
check : KWBSNC =

IDnode IDWBSNC

K node

H ( K node )

check : H ( KWBSNC ) = H (Knode )
?

IDnode IDWBSNC H ( KWBSNC )

Figure 3.

Association response

Association with ID-based Key Change Protocol.

a. Data encryption phase
In this subsection, there are three kinds of keys, i.e. preshared key psk, circulation key Kcycle and encryption key
KS. The psk is for encryption and authentication including
network association control and establish other secret
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keys, Kcycle is for generating encryption key, KS is for data
protection.
Kcycle is generated on the WBSNC’s side and
distributed with the scheme described in Figure 4, in this
process, random number generator is very important in
data cryptosystem, the performance of which directly
affects the quality of ciphering keys, because the low
computation capability and memory constraints, we
generate Kcycle using a ECC algorithm in WBSNC, which
should be a kind of error correcting code, some literatures
[12][13][14][15][16] [17]have shown that it is practical to
apply Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to resource
constrain environment such as WBANs by using the right
selection of algorithms and associated parameters,
optimization, and low-power techniques. The study [15]
shows the key size comparison between symmetric and
asymmetric cryptographic algorithms. As is shown in
Table III, ECC is a better alternative if higher security
level and flexible association methods are required.
TABLE III.
COMPARABLE KEY SIZE IN EQUIVALENT SECURITY STRENGTH
Security
Level
(in bits)

Symmetric
algorithm
(key size in
bits)

ECC-based
Algorithm
(size of n in
bits)

RSA
(modulus size
in bits)

56

56

112

512

80

80

160

1024

112

112

224

2048

128

128

256

3072

192

192

284

7680

256

256

512

15360

Under the protection of psk through XOR operation to
encrypt Kcycle , WBSNC broadcasts cipher text to all the
biosensors and remote server, those devices can recover
Kcycle with their respective psk. Biosensors are able to
generate nonceTi in a period of time, which means they
will produce different kinds of nonceTi at different times.
Biosensors make use of nonceTi and Kcycle to form secret
key KS for protecting data, KS is different in each cycle T
so that data transmission becomes much safer. Finally,
biosensors transmit cipher text (binding xnode with KS )to
WBSNC and WBSNC can choose to store or forward
cipher text to remote server and data process center,
which consists of node’s ID, WBSNC’ID , cipher text
and nonceTi.
b. Data decryption phase
In this phase, remote server and data process center can
recovery KS with nonceTi and psk, then we can decrypt
xnode the with KS .

2048
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biosensors

WBSNC

x node

Random number
generation

Error correcting
coding

K cycle
psk

Recovery of K cycle
with psk

broadcast

Enc( K cycle , psk )

broadcast

Ks = K cycle ⊕ nonceTi

Remote server
Medical center

Enc( xnode , K S )
node ' s ID WBSNC ' S ID cipher text nonceTi

plain text

store or forward

Decryption
Dec( K S , (nonceT , psk ))
i
Dec( xnode , K S )
Recovery of K S
with psk

Figure 4. The procedure of data encryption and decryption in a WBSN.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
A. The Security Analysis of Authentication and
Association of a WBSN
One-way hash function is easy to compute but difficult
to inverse, its conception is described as follow:
mapping f : for all of x ∈ X , f ( x) is easy to compute,
but for arbitrary y ∈ f ( x) = Y ,it is difficult to find x ∈ X that
makes f ( x) = Y on calculation. Due to the property of oneway in hash function, under the circumstance of
unknown psk, it is difficult to find the same output from
two different messages. So the forged biosensors can not
establish security association without psk and identifier of
biosensor and WBSNC. For another thing, Knode or
KWBSNC can be used as the message authentication code
through hash function, which decreases the memory
requirement of key Storage.
B. The Security Analysis of Data Cryptosystem in a
WBSN
we generate Kcycle using a ECC algorithm in WBSNC,
in this paper, there is no need to decrypt the Kcycle.
Because of the security of ECC algorithm, it is not
possible for the adversary to again the Kcycle , Table IV
indicates that ECC is more feasible than RSA for
WBANs from the perspective of energy.
TABLE IV.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF KEY EXCHANGE COMPUTATIONS
key Exchange Protocol
Algorithm
BIOSENSORS[mJ]

WBSNC[mJ]

RSA-1024

15.4

304

RSA-2048

57.2

2302.7

ECC-224

128

60.4

ECC-160

22.3

22.3

We can conclude that Kcycle is security, furthermore,
pre-shared key psk offers the protection for Kcycle while
biosensors broadcast messages. The encryption KS is also
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difficult to be attacked Since Kcycle is security, so it is safe
to encrypt xT via K s , this method realizes the data in the
process of transmission with lower energy consumption.
Legal biosensors can decrypt the messages via psk
deployed on themselves and pseudo nodes can not gain
the psk.
Security authentication and association for a WBSN
ensure network access only to eligible SMD and
biosensors, it is necessary to make an authentication
before starting data transmission among them, which
assures confidential, authenticated, and integrityprotected transmission between each biosensor and
WBSNC. Additionally, an adversary not only can invade
a user’s SMD but also can suppress legitimate
information, thus leading to harmful actions or preventing
legitimate actions ( In case of an emergency).
On the other hand, internal attacks are able to
eavesdrop on the SMD exchanged within the BSN, so it
is critical to protect SMD secure transmission in wireless
communication channel, this paper proposes a novel
method based on symmetrical key to encrypt SMD. By
the system, we can achieve secure network admission and
transmission.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the WBSN frame and
have introduced the potential security threats. To examine
the security threats, we have presented a novel secure and
lightweight network admission and transmission protocol.
A ID-based security framework is proposed for data
authentication within WBSN and a lightweight
encryption algorithm is described to secure data of
WBSN users.
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